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A. Overview

(1) Two points:
a. Input representations are skewed so as tominimizeconstraint violations in the phonology.
b. Input representations are skewed so as toincreasemorphological contrasts.

(2) Organization:
a. overview
b. Rhythm Rule
c. Nasal Assimilation
d. phonological proposal
e. phonological analyses
f. Welsh: Mutation
g. Welsh: Devoicing
h. morphological proposal
i. conclusion

B. Structure of the proposal

(3) Lexical frequency effects (Fidelholtz, 1975; Hooper, 1976):
More frequent Less frequent

Reduction: astronomy[@strán@mi] gastronomy[gæstrán@mi]
Syncope: memory[mÉmri] mammory[mǽm@ri]

(4) Phonotactic frequency effects (Davis, 1989; Berkley, 1994):
CVC sCVC

labial pope [pop] —
coronal tight [tajt] state [stet]
dorsal cake [kek] —

(5) Hypothetical: coronal nasal consonants assimilate in place of articulation to a following consonant:
on pi an ba un bo en do on ta un ti an ku in ga on ke
⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓

om pi am ba um bo en do on ta un ti aN ku iN ga oN ke

(6) Input optimization:
Choose input forms that minimize the total number of constraint violations in winning candidates.

(7) More optimized:
on pi an ba en do on ta un ti an ku in ga
⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓

om pi am ba en do on ta un ti aN ku iN ga
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C. English: the Rhythm Rule

(8) Rhythm Rule (Liberman & Prince, 1977; Hayes, 1984; Hammond, 1988, etc.)
Stress is shifted to the left in English when the distribution of stresses is sub-optimal.

th̀ırtéen th́ırtèen ḿen
Tènnesśee T́enness̀ee T́ım
abŕupt ∗ábr̀upt ṕeople

(9) “Too close” does not have to be immediately adjacent:
a sĺeeping ad́ult ∗an asĺeep ad́ult
a bĺazing inf́erno ∗an abĺaze inf́erno

(10) Bolinger (1962) observes that modifiers with similar meanings are distributed on the basis of their
stress properties, essentially to minimize cases where stresses are too close.

a sĺeeping f́ıgure he was asléep ∗an asĺeep f́ıgure
a bĺazing f́ıre it was abĺaze ∗an abĺaze f́ıre

(11) Confirmation:
she is h̀alf-asĺeep h́alf-asl̀eep ch́ıld ∗ásl̀eep ch́ıld
he is h̀alf-aĺıve a h́alf-al̀ıve ch́ıld ∗ál̀ıve ch́ıld

(12) Conjoined adjectives:
frèe and́easy ∗éasy and fŕee
br̀ıght and sh́ıning ∗sh́ıning and bŕıght
gày and ýouthful ∗yóuthful and ǵay
d̀ıre and dŕeadful ∗dréadful and d́ıre

(13) Hence: adjectives distribute themselves to reduce disfavored stress configurations.

(14) This seems true anecdotally, but is it true statistically?
a. Use the Brown corpus (Kučera & Francis, 1967)
b. Use the CMU pronouncing dictionary (Weide, 1998)
c. Find all disyllabic adjectives in Brown
d. Calculate how frequent different stress patterns are in attribute vs. predicative position

(15) Results:
a. There are 64028 adjective tokens in the 1161192 tagged items in Brown.
b. The CMU dictionary contains 127008 words.
c. The 64028 adjective tokens represent 7521 adjective types.
d. Of these, 4239 occur in the CMU dictionary.
e. Of these, 1340 are disyllabic.

(16) Pattern Example Types Tokens Token freq.
σ́σ̆ happy [h́æpi] 1002 18900 0.87
σ̆σ́ aloof [@lúf] 177 1998 0.09
σ́σ̀ retail [ŕıtèl] 93 678 0.03
σ̀σ́ unfit [ùnf́ıt] 27 262 0.01
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(17) Pattern Example Non-prenom. tokens Prenom. tokens
σ́σ̆ happy [h́æpi] 7081 11819
σ̆σ́ aloof [@lúf] 997 1001
σ́σ̀ retail [ŕıtèl] 171 507
σ̀σ́ unfit [ùnf́ıt] 118 144

(18) The overall distributions in prenominal vs. non-prenominal position are significantly different:
χ2(3, N = 8367) = 310.588, p < .001.

(19) No secondary stress:háppy and alóof. In prenominal position, words likealoof represent 8%
of adjectives with no secondary stress, while in non-prenominal position, they account for 12%:
χ2(1, N = 8078) = 230.695, p < .001.

(20) With secondary stress:rétàil vs. ùnf́ıt. In prenominal position, words likeunfit represent 22%
of adjectives with secondary stress, while in non-prenominal position, they account for 41%:
χ2(1, N = 289) = 58.731, p < .001.

(21) Conjoined adjectives:
a. There are 1520 adjective conjunctions in the Brown corpus.
b. 1326 pairs occur in the CMU pronouncing dictionary.
c. Code each adjective for how far the primary stress is from the right edge.

(22) Coding of conjoined adjectives:
σ́ σ́σ σσ́ . . .

σ́ b́ıg and t́all (1-1) b́ıg and h́ardy (1-2) b́ıg and ińert (1-1)
σ́σ háppy and t́all (2-1) h́appy and h́ardy (2-2) h́appy and ińert (2-1)
σσ́ abŕupt and t́all (1-1) abŕupt and h́ardy (1-2) abŕupt and ińert (1-1)
. . .

(23) Means and standard deviations:
Mean St. Dev.

First Adjective 1.931 0.832
Second Adjective 2.179 0.821

(24) This difference is significant:t(1325) = −9.418, p < .001, paired.

(25) Conclusions thus far:
a. Bolinger was right;
b. the effect is not (exclusively) lexical;
c. clash is avoided, not the Rhythm Rule per se;
d. we see the effect with singleton adjectives and with conjoined adjectives.
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D. English: Nasal Assimilation

(26) nV articulate [̀art́Ikj@l@t] inarticulate [̀Inàrt́Ikj@l@t]
opportune [̀op@rtún] inopportune [̀Inòp@rtún]
efficient [̀ıf́IS@nt] inefficient [̀Iǹıf́IS@nt]

mp pure [pjúr] impure [̀Impjúr]
probable [práb@b@l] improbable [̀Impráb@b@l]
politic [pál@tIk] impolitic [ Ìmpál@tIk]

nt tolerable [tál@r@b@l] intolerable [̀Intál@r@b@l]
tractable [trǽkt@b@l] intractable [̀Intrǽkt@b@l]
tangible [tǽnÃ@b@l] intangible [̀IntǽnÃ@b@l]

Nk curable [kjúr@b@l] incurable [̀INkjúr@b@l]
correct [k@rÉkt] incorrect [̀INk@rÉkt]
complete [k@mpĺıt] incomplete [̀INk@mpĺıt]

(27) Frequency and stress effects with [k]:
Low High

Stressed in-ćalculable in-ćapable
in-cáutious in-c̀ohérent

Stressless in-c̆onśıderate in-c̆ompĺete
in-cŏnsṕıcuous in- c̆orréct

(28) Paucity of voiced non-coronals:
mb ?
nd definite [dÉf@n@t] indefinite [̀IndÉf@n@t]

discreet [d̀Iskŕıt] indiscreet [̀Ind̀Iskŕıt]
dependent [d@pÉnd@nt] independent [̀Ind@pÉnd@nt]

Ng glorious [glóri@s] inglorious [̀INglóri@s]

(29) Liquids (synchronic?):
r relevant [rÉl@v@nt] irrelevant [̀IrÉl@v@nt]

reversible [r@vŕ
"
s@b@l] irreversible [̀Ir@vŕ

"
s@b@l]

rational [rǽS@n@l] irrational [̀IrǽS@n@l]
l legal [ĺıg@l] illegal [ Ìĺıg@l]

licit [ ĺIsIt] illicit [ ÌĺIsIt]
logical [láÃ@k@l] illogical [ ÌláÃ@k@l]

(30) Input /n/:
/n+V/ ⇒ [nV]
/n+p/ ⇒ [mp]
/n+t/ ⇒ [nt]
/n+k/ ⇒ [Nk]
/n+l/ ⇒ [l]
/n+r/ ⇒ [r]

(31) Relative frequency of voiceless labials and dorsals inthe Brown corpus:
stem stem freq. in+stem in+stem freq.

labial 4732 0.48 622 0.44
coronal 1443 0.15 673 0.48
dorsal 3613 0.37 110 0.08

(32) The overall difference in the distributions between unprefixed and prefixed is significant:χ2(2, N =
1405) = 1374.571, p < .001.
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(33) Voiceless coronals vs. non-coronals:
stem stem freq. in+stem in+stem freq.

coronal 1443 0.15 673 0.48
non-coronal 8345 0.85 732 0.52

(34) This difference is significant as well:χ2(1, N = 1405) = 1228.976, p < .001.

(35) Voiced stops only:
stem stem freq. in+stem in+stem freq.

voiced coronal 1021 0.22 130 0.96
voiced non-coronal 3709 0.78 5 0.04

(36) This difference is significant as well:χ2(2, N = 135) = 445.368, p < .001

(37) Why do we get an effect with voiced stops?
a. This difference is simply accidental.
b. There is assimilation with voiced stops with input skewing. That input skewing is great

enough to obscuredirect evidence for the alternation!

(38) Liquids vs. non-liquids:
stem stem freq. in+stem in+stem freq.

liquid 5982 0.093 194 0.064
non-liquid 58046 0.907 2835 0.936

(39) This difference is significant as well:χ2(1, N = 3029) = 30.870, p < .001

(40) Are hetero-organic sequences avoided or is nasal assimilation avoided?
ram [ræm] rams [ræmz] ∗[rænz]
dune [dun] dunes [dunz]
song [sON] songs [sONz] ∗[sOnz]
ram [ræm] rammed [ræmd] ∗[rænd]
dun [d2n] dunned [d2nd]

bang [bæN] banged [bæNd] ∗[bænd]

(41) Stem-final nasals in nouns and the plural:
stem stem freq. stem+s stem+s freq.

labial 7964 0.23 2527 0.235
coronal 22585 0.652 6869 0.64
dorsal 4104 0.118 1336 0.124

(42) Coronal vs. non-coronal:
stem stem freq. stem+s stem+s freq.

coronal 22585 0.652 6869 0.64
non-coronal 12068 0.348 3863 0.359

(43) This difference is significant as well, but it goes in theoppositedirection: χ2(1, N = 10732) =
6.471, p = 0.011. Hence, hetero-organic sequences arenot avoided generally.
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(44) Stem-final nasals in verbs and the past:
stem stem freq. stem+ed stem+ed freq.

labial 1364 0.348 625 0.286
coronal 2258 0.576 1453 0.665
dorsal 296 0.076 108 0.049

(45) Coronal vs. non-coronal with verbs:
stem stem freq. stem+ed stem+ed freq.

coronal 2258 0.576 1453 0.665
non-coronal 1660 0.424 733 0.335

(46) This difference is significant as well, but it goes in theusualdirection:χ2(1, N = 2186) = 69.913,
p < .001.

(47) Conclusions:
a. there is input skewing with nasal assimilation and deletion as well;
b. coronals are not over-represented in hetero-organic sequences with fricatives;
c. coronals are over-represented in hetero-organic sequences with stops;
d. /n/ does not vacuously assimilate to coronals;
e. liquid assimilation/deletion is productive.

E. The proposal

(48) Lexicon Optimization (Prince & Smolensky, 1993; McCarthy & Prince, 1993)
Suppose that several different inputsI1, I2, . . . , In when parsed by a grammarG lead to correspond-
ing outputsO1, O2, . . . , On, all of which are realized as the same phonetic formΦ—these inputs are
all phonetically equivalentwith respect toG. Now one of these outputs must be the most harmonic,
by virtue of incurring the least significant violation marks: suppose this optimal one is labelledOk.
Then the learner should choose, as the underlying form forΦ, the inputIk.

(49) Hypothetical English nasal place assimilation required at the expense of input–output faithfulness.

/In-pjur/ NAS IO-FAITH

☞ Impjur !
Inpjur *!

(50) Several possible inputs—/l2mp/ and /l2np/—can produce the same output.

/l2mp/ NAS IO-FAITH

☞ l2mp

l2np *!

/l2np/ NAS IO-FAITH

☞ l2mp *
l2np *!

(51) Prince & Smolensky propose that we choose the “best” input, the one whose winning output has
fewer violations.

[l2mp] NAS IO-FAITH

☞ /l2mp/
/l2np/ *
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(52) Phonological complexity
The surface/output forms of a language comprise a setO = {O1, O2, . . . , On}. Every member of
that set has a corresponding (optimal) input formI = {I1, I2, . . . , In}. There is, for any phonology,
a finite sequence or vector of constraintsC = 〈C1, C2, . . . , Cn〉. Any input–output pairing then
defines a vector of violation counts, some number of violations for each constraint earned by the
winning candidate for that input. These vectors can, in turn, be summed (constraint by constraint)
producing a single vector which is a measure of the phonological complexity of a set of words. To
produce a relative measure of phonological complexity given some set ofn forms, we divide byn.

(53) A less optimal input distribution:
on pi an ba un bo en do on ta un ti an ku in ga on ke
⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓

om pi am ba um bo en do on ta un ti aN ku iN ga oN ke

(54) Input Output NAS IO-FAITH

/on pi/ om pi *
/an ba/ am ba *
/un bo/ um bo *
/en do/ en do
/on ta/ on ta
/un ti/ un ti
/an ku/ aN ku *
/in ga/ iN ga *
/on ke/ oN ke *

0 6

(55) Relative complexity of the system:〈0, 6〉/9 = 〈0, 0.67〉.

(56) A more optimal input distribution:
on pi an ba en do on ta un ti an ku in ga
⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓

om pi am ba en do on ta un ti aN ku iN ga

(57) Input Output NAS IO-FAITH

/on pi/ om pi *
/an ba/ am ba *
/en do/ en do
/on ta/ on ta
/un ti/ un ti
/an ku/ aN ku *
/in ga/ iN ga *

0 4

(58) Relative complexity of this system:〈0, 4〉/7 = 〈0, 0.57〉.

(59) Input Optimization
All else being equal, phonological inputs are selected thatminimize the phonological complexity of
the system.

F. Analysis: Rhythm

(60) [FEET]
A block of constraints that put feet in the right places.
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(61) ∗CLASH

Primary stresses cannot be too close in a phrase.

(62) E-R
Primary stress falls on the rightmost foot.

(63) Words must be stressed:

happy [FEET] ∗CLASH E-R
☞ háppy

happy *!
hapṕy *!

(64) Rightmost foot has primary stress:

Minnesota [FEET] ∗CLASH E-R
☞ Mı̀nneśota

Minnesota *!*
Minneśota *!
Mı̀nnesota *!
Mı́nnes̀ota *!

(65) Resolvable stress configuration:

thirteen men [FEET] ∗CLASH E-R
☞ th́ırtèen ḿen *

th̀ırtéen ḿen *!
thirteen men *!**
th̀ırtéen men *!
thirteen ḿen *!*

(66) Irresolvable stress configuration:

aloof man [FEET] ∗CLASH E-R
☞ alóof mán *

áloof mán *!
álòof mán *!* *
alóof man *!*
aloof mán *!

(67) Input Output [FEET] ∗CLASH E-R
happy man h́appy ḿan
aloof man aĺoof mán * ←− minimize
retail man ŕet̀ail mán
unfit man únf̀ıt mán * ←− minimize

G. Analysis: Nasal Assimilation

(68) FAITH -MANNER (F(MAN))
The values for the manner features cannot change.

(69) FAITH -OBS (F(OBS))
Obstruents can’t changeanyfeatures.
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(70) ∗HETERO-NASAL-STOP (HNS)
A nasal must be homo-organic with a following stop.

(71) FAITH -POA (F(POA))
Place of articulation cannot be changed.

(72) Resolvable sequences:

i/n-p/ossible F(MAN) F(OBS) HNS F(POA)
☞ i[mp]ossible *

i[np]ossible *!
i[nt]ossible *!
i[dp]ossible *!
i[nf]ossible *!

(73) Prevocalic nasal:

i/n/ordinate F(MAN) F(OBS) HNS F(POA)
☞ i[n]ordinate

i[m]ordinate *!

(74) With a coronal stop:

i/n/tolerant F(MAN) F(OBS) HNS F(POA)
☞ i[n]tolerant

i[m]tolerant *! *

(75) Why is there no assimilation stem-finally, e.g. in words like seemed[simd], ∗[sind]?

(76) FAITH -STEM (F(STEM))
Stem-final changes are dispreferred. (ANCHOR(R)?)

(77) Stem-final nasals:

see/md/ F(MAN) F(STEM) F(OBS) HNS F(POA)
☞ see[md] *

see[nd] *! *
see[mb] *! *

(78) Input Output . . . HNS F(POA)
i/n-p/ossible i[mp]ossible * ←− minimize
i/n-t/olerant i[nt]olerant
i/n-k/oherent i[Nk]oherent * ←− minimize
i/n/ordinate i[n]ordinate

see/md/ see[md] * ←− minimize
du/nd/ du[nd]
ba/Nd/ ba[Nd] * ←− minimize

H. Welsh: Mutation

(79) Mae fy ngwraig yn hoff o gathod a chŵn.
is my wife pred. fond of cats and dogs
‘My wife is fond of cats and dogs.’
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(80) unmutated mutated
gwraig [gwrajg] ngwraig [Nwrajg] nasal mutation
cathod [kaTOd] gathod [gaTOd] soft mutation
cŵn [ku:n] chŵn [xu:n] aspirate mutation

(81) Basic Welsh consonant mutations:
Input Soft Nasal Aspirate

p b m
˚

f
t d n

˚
T

k g N̊ X

b v m n/a
d D n n/a
g ∅ N n/a
m v n/a n/a
ì l n/a n/a
r
˚

r n/a n/a

(82) The changes are phonological, but the environments aremorphosyntactic.

(83) Most productive environments for the Nasal mutation:
a. afterfy ‘my’;
b. afteryn ‘in’.

(84) Most productive environments for the Aspirate mutation:
a. afterei ‘her’;
b. aftera ‘and’;
c. afterâ/gyda/efo‘with’;
d. aftertri ‘three’;
e. afterchwe(ch)‘six’.

(85) Most productive environments for the Soft mutation:
a. feminine singulars aftery ‘the’ or un ‘one’;
b. nouns or adjectives after predicate markeryn;
c. adjectives aftermor ‘so’, rhy ‘too’, or pur ‘really’;
d. adjectives used with feminine singular nouns;
e. afterdau/dwy ‘two’;
f. after certain prepositions, i.e.am ‘for’, ar ‘on’, at ‘to’, dan ‘under’, dros ‘over’, drwy

‘through’, heb‘without’, hyd ‘until’, gan ‘by’, wrth ‘from’, i ‘to’, o ‘of’;
g. afterdy ‘your’ or ei ‘his’;
h. direct object of an inflected verb;
i. inflected verbs;
j. nouns after most prenominal adjectives.
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(86) Minimal pairs establish that the environment isn’t phonological:
ei botel [ibOtEl] ‘his bottle’
ei photel [ifOtEl] ‘her bottle’
eu potel [ipOtEl] ‘their bottle’
ei dôn [ido:n] ‘his tone’
ei thôn [iTo:n] ‘her tone’
eu t̂on [ito:n] ‘their tone’
ei gar [igar] ‘his car’
ei char [ixar] ‘her car’
eu car [ikar] ‘their car’

(87) If mutation is a phonological process, we expect it to beavoided.
Data from the CEG (Ellis et al., 2001) corpus:

prep. prep. freq. non-prep. non-prep. freq.
mutators 30405 0.31 239108 0.212

non-mutators 67779 0.69 886209 0.788

(88) The difference goes in theoppositedirection and is significant:χ2(1, N = 98184) = 5542.824,
p < .001.

(89) Proper names of individuals don’t undergo mutation:
i Pedr ‘to Peter’ i ben pen ‘head’

gan Tomos ‘by Thomas’ gan dad tad ‘father’
am Catrin ‘about Catherine’ am gi ci ‘dog’
at Bethan ‘toward Bethan’ at fws bws ‘bus’

heb Dafydd ‘without David’ heb ddyn dyn ‘man’
wrth Gerallt ‘to Gerald’ wrthŵr gŵr ‘husband’

o Mair ‘from Mary’ o foch moch ‘pigs’
dan Llinos ‘under Llinos’ dan lif llif ‘flood’

ar Rhys ‘on Rhys’ ar ran rhan ‘part’

(90) If mutation is a phonological process, we expect fewer mutating consonants in non-name nouns:
non-names non-names freq. names names freq.

mutators 117961 0.486 6066 0.218
non-mutators 124630 0.514 21775 0.782

(91) Again, the difference goes in theoppositedirection and is significant:χ2(1, N = 27841) =
8027.046, p < .001.

(92) What about in the minimal pair environment? We expect fewer mutating consonants afterei:
ei ei freq. non-ei non-ei freq.

mutators 9297 0.461 260216 0.216
non-mutators 10891 0.539 943097 0.784

(93) Once again, the difference goes in theoppositedirection and is significant:χ2(1, N = 20188) =
7107.316, p < .001.

I. Welsh: Adjectives

(94) Is it that Welsh generally skews in the opposite direction or is it that morphological processes like
mutation skew in the opposite direction?
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(95) Welsh comparatives/superlatives:
Stem Comparative Superlative

cyflym ‘fast’ [k@vl1m] cyflymach [k@vl@max] cyflymaf [k@vl@ma(v)]
llawn ‘full’ [ ìawn] llawnach [ìawnax] llawnaf [ìawna(v)]
hapus ‘happy’ [hap1s] hapusach [hap1sax] hapusaf [hap1sa(v)]
tawel ‘quiet’ [tawEl] tawelach [tawElax] tawelaf [tawEla(v)]
pell ‘far’ [ pEì] pellach [pEìax] pellaf [pEìa(v)]

doeth ‘wise’ [dOjT] doethach [dOjTax] doethaf [dOjTa(v)]
araf ‘slow’ [ara(v)] arafach [aravax] arafaf [arava(v)]

(96) Voiced stops devoice in this context:
Stem Comparative Superlative

gwlyb ‘wet’ [gwl1b] gwlypach [gwl@pax] gwlypaf [gwl@pa(v)]
caled ‘hard’ [kalEd] caletach [kalEtax] caletaf [kalEta(v)]
parod ‘ready’ [parOd] parotach [parOtax] parotaf [parOta(v)]
enwog ‘famous’ [EnwOg] enwocach [enwOkax] enwocaf [EnwOca(v)]
hyfryd ‘lovely’ [ h@vr1d] hyfrytach [h@vr@tax] hyfrytaf [h@vr@ta(v)]

teg ‘fair’ [ te:g] tecach [tekax] tecaf [teka(v)]
pwysig ‘important’ [pujsIg] pwysicach [pwjsIkax] pwysicaf [pwjsIka(v)]

(97) Stem-medial voiceless stops are rare, but they do occurand do not alternate, confirming a devoicing
analysis:

Stem Comparative Superlative
twp ‘stupid’ [tup] twpach [tupax] twpaf [tupa(v)]

gwyllt ‘wild’ [ gw1ìt] gwylltach [gw1ìtax] gwylltaf [gw1ìta(v)]
trist ‘sad’ [trist] tristach [tristax] tristaf [trista(v)]
pert ‘pretty’ [pErt] pertach [pErtax] pertaf [pErta(v)]

(98) Corpus analysis:
a. Since voiceless stops are quite rare in this context, we set them aside.
b. Compare voiced stops with nasals.
c. Dorsal nasals are orthographically ambiguous (ng), so set dorsals aside and focus on [m,n]

vs. [b,d].

(99) Comparison of stem-final voiced stops in adjectives vs.comparatives/superlatives:
Adj. Adj. freq. Comp./Sup. Comp./Sup. freq.

Voiced stops 8940 0.473 72 0.351
Nasals 9946 0.527 133 0.649

(100) The difference goes in the expected direction and is significant: χ2(1, N = 205) = 12.269, p <
.001. Hence, it is mutation that is reversed, not Welsh generally.

J. Morphological proposal

(101) An apparent contradiction:
a. for phonological generalizations, constraint violations areavoidedby skewing input repre-

sentations;
b. for morphological generalizations, constraint violations arepreferred by skewing input

representations.

(102) [MUTATE] (M UT)
Block of constraints that ensure that initial consonants take on appropriate forms in mutation con-
texts.
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(103) FAITH -IO (F-IO)
Features don’t change.

(104) Mutator in mutation context:

am /k/i MUT F-IO
☞ am [g]i *

am [k]i *!

(105) Mutator in non-mutation context:

/k/i M UT F-IO
☞ [k]i

[g]i *!

(106) Non-mutator regardless of context:

(am) afal ‘apple’ MUT F-IO
☞ (am) afal

(107) Input Output MUT F-IO
am /k/i am [g]i * ←− minimize?
am afal am afal

/k/i [k]i
afal afal

(108) REALIZE MORPHEME(RM)
Letα be a morphological form,β be a morphosyntactic category, andF(α) be the phonological form
from whichF(α+β) is derived to express a morphosyntactic categoryβ. Then RM is satisfied with
respect toβ iff F(α+ β) 6= F(α) phonologically (Kurisu, 2001).

(109) Input Output RM F-IO
am /k/i am [g]i *
am afal am afal * ←− minimize

/k/i [k]i
afal afal

(110) Morphological conclusions:
a. morphological exponence should be uniform;
b. we can get that effect with RM;
c. Input optimization requires constraint ranking and/or weighting.

K. Conclusion

(111) Input optimization:
phonological complexity measured in terms of constraint violations is minimized.

(112) This mechanism extends naturally to describe frequency effects with phonotactic markedness as
well.

(113) Why do less optimal formseveroccur? There must be sufficient contrasts available to the system to
achieve expressiveness, but marked configurations are restricted as much as possible in use.
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(114) Auxiliary results:
a. the grammar must be constraint-based (though not necessarily OT);
b. there is rhythm-based skewing with individual adjectives and with conjoined adjectives;
c. clash and stress shift are both avoided;
d. there is place-based skewing within- and with stem-final nasals;
e. there is deletion/degemination-based skewing within-;
f. there is no skewing with-s; hence only pre-stop nasals must assimilate;
g. there is no vacuous rhythm or assimilation;
h. there is also input skewing so that morphological exponence is uniform;
i. there is skewing of voicing in stem-final consonants in Welsh.

(115) Implications:
a. we have another tool with which we can investigate phonological generalizations;
b. we can hypothesize how phonology is learned with this mechanism;
c. we can distinguish morphology from phonology with this tool.
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